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Glossary:
Balanced Transfers: Transfers that sum to zero across individuals in all states.
Bayesian Equilibrium: A speci cation of individual strategies as a function of in-

formation such that no individual can gain by a unilateral change of strategies.
Bayesian Incentive Compatibility: A property of a direct mechanism requiring
that truth be a Bayesian equilibrium.
Direct Mechanism: A mechanism where the message space is the type space and
the outcome function is the social choice function.
Dominant Strategy: A strategy that is a best regardless of the strategies chosen by
other individuals.
Eciency: A requirement that a social decision maximize the sum of utilities of the
individuals in a society.
Implementation: A mechanism implements a social choice function if its equilibrium
outcomes correspond to the outcomes of the social choice function for each vector of
types.
Individual Rationality Constraint: A requirement that each individual weakly
prefers participation in a mechanism to not participating.
Mechanism: A speci cation of a message space for each individual and an outcome
function that maps vectors of messages into social decisions and transfers.
Revelation Principle: To each mechanism and equilibrium one can associate a direct
mechanism that is incentive compatible.
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Single-Peaked Preferences: When alternatives are ordered on a line, these are

preferences such that there is a unique most preferred alternative and alternatives get
worse as one moves away from the peak.
Social Choice Function: A function mapping types into social decisions and transfers.
Transfer Function: A speci cation of transfers across individuals as a function of
the type vector.
Type: The private information held by an individual relating to preferences of that
individual.

Summary: Some of the basic results and insights of the literature on mechanism de-

sign are presented. In that literature game theoretic reasoning is used to model social
institutions as varied as voting systems, auctions, bargaining protocols, and methods
for deciding on public projects. A theme that comes out of the literature is the diculty of nding mechanisms compatible with individual incentives that simultaneously
result in ecient decisions (maximizing total welfare), the voluntary participation of
the individuals, and balanced transfers (taxes and subsidies that net to zero across
individuals). This is explored in the context of various incentive compatibility requirements, public and private goods settings, small and large societies, and forms of private
information held by individuals.
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1 Introduction
The design of the institutions through which individuals interact can have a profound
impact on the results of that interaction. For instance, whether an auction is conducted with sealed bids versus oral ascending bids can have an impact on what bidders
learn about each other's valuations and ultimately how they bid. Di erent methods of
queuing jobs and charging users for computer time can a ect which jobs they submit
and when they are submitted. The way in which costs of a public project are spread
across a society can a ect the decision of whether or not the project is undertaken.
The theory of mechanism design takes a systematic look at the design of institutions
and how these a ect the outcomes of interactions. The main focus of mechanism
design is on on the design of institutions that satisfy certain objectives, assuming that
the individuals interacting through the institution will act strategically and may hold
private information that is relevant to the decision at hand. In bargaining between a
buyer and a seller, the seller would like to act as if the item is very costly thus raising
the price, and the buyer would like to pretend to have a low value for the object to keep
the price down. One question is whether one can design a mechanism through which
the bargaining occurs (in this application, a bargaining protocol) to induce ecient
trade of the good - so that successful trade occurs whenever the buyer's valuation
exceeds that of the seller. Another question is whether there exists such a mechanism
so that the buyer and seller voluntarily participate in the mechanism.
The mechanism design literature models the interaction of the individuals using
game theoretic tools, where the institutions governing interaction are modeled as mechanisms. In a mechanism each individual has a message (or strategy) space and decisions
result as a function of the messages chosen. For instance, in an auction setting the
message space would be the possible bids that can be submitted and the outcome function would specify who gets the object and how much each bidder pays as a function
of the bids submitted. Di erent sorts of assumptions can be examined concerning how
individuals choose messages as a function of their private information, and the analysis
can be applied to a wide variety of contexts. The analysis also allows for transfers to
be made among the individuals, so that some might be taxed and others subsidized
(as a function of their private information) to bring their incentives into alignment.
A theme that comes out of the literature is that it is often impossible to nd
mechanisms compatible with individual incentives that simultaneously result in ecient
decisions (maximizing total welfare), the voluntary participation of the individuals, and
4

balanced transfers (taxes and subsidies that always net out across individuals). This
is described in detail in what follows in the context of di erent incentive compatibility
requirements, public and private goods settings, small and large societies, and forms
of private information held by individuals.

2 A General Mechanism Design Setting
Individuals

A nite group of individuals interact. This set is denoted N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and
generic individuals are represented as i, j , and k.

Decisions

The set of potential social decisions is denoted D, and generic elements are represented as d and d0.
The set of decisions may be nite or in nite depending on the application.

Preferences and Information

Individuals hold private information. Individual i's information is represented by a
type i which lies in a set i. Let  = (1; : : :; n ) and  = ii.
Individuals have preferences over decisions that are represented by a utility function
vi : D  i ! IR. So, vi(d; i) denotes the bene t that individual i of type i 2 i
receives from a decision d 2 D. Thus, vi(d; i) > vi(d0; i) indicates that i of type i
prefers decision d to decision d0.
The fact that i's preferences depend only on i is commonly referred to as being
a case of private values. In private values settings i represents information about i's
preferences over the decisions. More general situations are discussed in section 4.7
below.

Example 1 A Public Project.
A society is deciding on whether or not to build a public project at a cost c. For
example the project might be a public swimming pool, a public library, a park, a
defense system, or any of many public goods. The cost of the public project is to be
equally divided equally. Here D = f0; 1g with 0 representing not building the project
and 1 representing building the project.
Individual i's value from use of the public project is represented by i. In this case,
i's net bene t is 0 from not having a project built and i ; nc from having a project
5

built. The utility function of i can then be represented as
vi(d; i) = di ; d nc ):
Example 2 A Continuous Public Good Setting.
In Example 1 the public project could only take two values: being built or not.
There was no question about its scale. It could be that the decision is to choose a scale
of a public project, such as how large to make a park, and also to choose an allocation
of the costs. Let y 2 IR+ denote the scale of the public project and c(y) denote
the total cost of the project as it depends on the scale. Here D = f(y; z1; : : : ; zn) 2
IR+  IRn j Pi zi = c(y)g.

Example 3 Allocating a Private Good.
An indivisible good is to be allocated to one member of society. For instance, the
rights to an exclusive license are to be allocated or an enterprise is to be privatized.
Here, D = fd 2 f0; 1gn : Pi di = 1g, where di = 1 denotes that individual i gets the
object. If individual i is allocated the object, then i will bene t by an amount i, so
vi(d; i) = di i.
Clearly, there are many other examples that can be accommodated in the mechanism design analysis as the formulation of the space D has no restrictions.

Decision Rules and Ecient Decisions

It is clear from the above examples that the decision a society would like to make
will depend on the i's. For instance, a public project should only be built if the total
value it generates exceeds its cost.
A decision rule is a mapping d :  ! D, indicating a choice d() 2 D as a function
of .
A decision rule d() is ecient if
X
i

vi(d(); i) 

X
i

vi(d0; i)

for all  and d0 2 D.1

1 This notion of eciency takes an ex-post perspective. That is, it looks at comparisons given that

that i 's are already realized, and so may ignore improvements that are obtainable due to risk sharing
in applications where the d's may involve some randomization.
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This notion of eciency looks at maximization of total value and then coincides with
Pareto eciency only when utility is transferable across individuals. Transferability is
the case treated in most of the literature.
In the public project example (Example 1), the decision rule where d() = 1 when
P
P
i i > c and d( ) = 0 when
i i < c (and any choice at equality) is ecient.

Transfer Functions

In order to provide the incentives necessary to make ecient choices, it may be
necessary to tax or subsidize various individuals. To see the role of such transfers,
consider the example of the public project above. Any individual i for whom i < nc
would rather not see the project built and any individual for whom i > nc would
rather not see the project built. Imagine that the government simply decides to poll
individuals to ask for their i's and then build the project if the sum of the announced
i's is greater than c. This would result in an ecient decision if the i's were announced
truthfully. However, individuals with i < nc have an incentive to underreport their
values and say they see no value in a project, and individuals for whom i > nc have
an incentive to overreport and say that they have a very high value from the project.
This could result in a wrong decision.2 To get a truthful revelation of the i's, some
adjustments need to be made so that individuals are taxed or subsidized based on the
announced i's and individuals announcing high i's expect to pay more.
Adjustments are made by a transfer function t :  ! IRn . The function ti() represents the payment that i receives (or makes if it is negative) based on the announcement
of types .

Social Choice Functions

A pair d; t will be referred to as a social choice function, and at times denoted by
f . So, f () = (d(); t()).
The utility that i receives if b is the \announced" vector of types (that operated on
by f = (d; t)) and i's true type is i is

ui(;b i; d; t) = vi(d(b); i) + ti(b):
This formulation of preferences is said to be quasi-linear.

Feasibility and Balance

2 Similarly, if the decision is simply made by a majority vote of the population, the number who

vote yes will simply be the number for whom i > nc . This can easily result in not building the project
when it is socially ecient, or building it when it is not socially ecient.
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A transfer function t is said to be feasible if 0  Pi ti() for all .
If t is not feasible then it must be that transfers are made into the society from
some outside source. If the t is feasible, but results in a sum less than zero in some
circumstances, then it generates a surplus which would either have to be wasted or
returned to some outsider.3
A transfer function t is balanced if Pi ti() = 0 for all .
Balance is an important property if we wish the full (d; t) pair to be ecient rather
than just d. If Pi ti < 0, then there is some net loss in utility to society relative to an
ecient decision with no transfers.

Mechanisms

A mechanism is a pair M; g, where M = M1    Mn is a cross product of message
or strategy spaces and g : M ! D  IRn is an outcome function. Thus, for each pro le
of messages m = (m1; : : :; mn), g(m) = (gd(m); gt;1(m); : : :; gt;n (m)) represents the
resulting decision and transfers.
A mechanism is often also referred to as a game form. The terminology game
form distinguishes it from a game (see game theory), as the consequence of a pro le of
messages is an outcome rather than a vector of utility payo s. Once the preferences of
the individuals are speci ed, then a game form or mechanism induces a game. Since
in the mechanism design setting the preferences of individuals vary, this distinction
between mechanisms and games is critical.

3 Dominant Strategy Mechanism Design
The mechanism design problem is to design a mechanism so that when individuals
interact through the mechanism, they have incentives to choose messages as a function of their private information that leads to socially desired outcomes. In order to
make predictions of how individuals will choose messages as a function of their private information, game theoretic reasoning is used (see game theory). We start, as
much of the literature on mechanism design did, by looking at the notion of dominant
strategies, which identi es situations in which individuals have unambiguously best
strategies (messages).
3 It is important that the surplus not be returned to the society. If it were returned to the society,

then it would result in a di erent transfer function and di erent incentives.
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3.1 Dominant Strategies

A strategy mi 2 Mi is a dominant strategy at i 2 i, if
ci ); i ) + gt;i (m;i ; c
vi(gd (m;i; mi); i) + gt;i(m;i; mi)  vi(gd(m;i ; m
mi)

for all m;i and c
mi .
A dominant strategy has the strong property that it is optimal for a player no matter
what the other players do. When dominant strategies exist, they provide compelling
predictions for strategies that players should employ. However, the strong properties
required of dominant strategies limits the set of situations where they exist.
A social choice function f = (d; t) is implemented in dominant strategies by the
mechanism (M; g) if there exist functions mi : i ! Mi such that mi(i) is a dominant
strategy for each i and i 2 i and g(m()) = f () for all  2 .

3.2 Direct Mechanisms and the Revelation Principle
Note that a social choice function f = (d; t) can be viewed as a mechanism, where
Mi = i and g = f . This is referred to as a direct mechanism.
A direct mechanism (or social choice function) f = (d; t) is dominant strategy
incentive compatible if i is a dominant strategy at i for each i and i 2 i. A social
choice function is also said to be strategy-proof if it is dominant strategy incentive
compatible.
The usefulness of the class of direct mechanisms as a theoretical tool in mechanism
design is a result of the well-known, simple, and yet powerful revelation principle.
The Revelation Principle for Dominant Strategies: If a mechanism (M; g) implements a social choice function f = (d; t) in dominant strategies, then the direct
mechanism f is dominant strategy incentive compatible.
The Revelation Principle follows directly from noting that f () = g(m()) for each
. The powerful implication of the revelation principle is that if we wish to nd out
the social choice functions can implemented in dominant strategies, we can restrict our
attention to the set of direct mechanisms.

3.3 The Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem
Given that the speci cation of the space of decisions D can be quite general, it can keep
track of all the aspects of a decision that are salient to a society. Thus, the transfer
9

functions t are an extra that may be needed to provide correct incentives, but might
best be avoided if possible. So, we start by exploring the set of decisions that can be
implemented in dominant strategies without having to resort to transfers (beyond any
that society already wished to specify inside the decisions), or in other words with t
set to 0.
A decision rule d is dominant strategy incentive compatible (or strategy- proof) if
the social choice function f = (d; t0) is dominant strategy incentive compatible, where
t0 is the transfer function that is identically 0.
A decision rule d is dictatorial if there exists i such that d() 2 argmaxd2R vi(d; i)
for all , where Rd = fd 2 D j 9 2  : d = d()g is the range of d.
d

Theorem 1 Suppose that D is nite and type spaces include all possible strict order-

ings over D.4 A decision rule with at least three elements in its range is dominant
strategy incentive compatible (strategy-proof) if and only if it is dictatorial.

The condition that type spaces allow for all possible strict orderings over D, is quite
natural in situations such as when the set of decisions is a set of candidates, one of
whom is to be chosen to represent or govern the society. But this condition may not
be appropriate in settings where the decisions include some allocation of private goods
and individuals each prefer to have more of the private good, as in an auction setting.
The Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem has quite negative implications for the hopes
of implementing non-trivial decision rules in dominant strategies in a general set of
environments. It implies that transfer functions will be needed for dominant strategy
implementation of non-dictatorial decision rules in some settings. Before discussing the
role of transfer functions, let us point out some prominent settings where the preferences
do not satisfy the richness of types assumption of the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem
and there exist non-dictatorial strategy-proof social choice functions that do not rely
on transfer functions.

3.4 Single-Peaked Preferences and Other Restricted Domains
Consider a setting where decisions fall on a single dimension, say D  IR.
Individuals have single-peaked preferences over D if for each i and i 2 i there
exists p(i) 2 D, called the peak of i's preferences, such that p(i)  d > d0 or
4 For any ordering h : D ! f1; : : : ; #Dg (where

h is onto) of elements of D and i 2 N there exists
a type i 2 i such that vi(d; i ) < vi (d0 ; i ) when h(d) < h(d0).
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d0 > d  p(i ) imply that

vi(d; i) > vi(d0; i):
Single peaked preference domains are used in modeling in some voting and political
science applications such that a \left to right" interpretation is appropriate. A single
peaked preference domain can also arise as by-product in other domains, as discussed
below.
In a single peaked preference domain there are dominant strategy incentive compatible decision rules that have quite nice properties. For instance having each individual
declare their peak and then selecting the median (with a tie-break in the case of an
even number of individuals) results in truthful announcements of peaks as a dominant
strategy. Moreover, such a median voting rule is anonymous, Pareto ecient5, and
immune to manipulation of announced peaks even by coalitions of individuals. The
same is true of variations on the median voting rule, such as taking the maximum of
the peaks, the minimum, or any order statistic. It turns out that in a single-peaked
setting the class of all anonymous and strategy-proof decision rules that are onto D
are the class of \phantom voting rules" discovered by Herve Moulin. These rules are
described as follows. First n ; 1 \phantom" peaks in D are xed.6 Next, individuals
declare their n peaks and the median is taken over the set of 2n ; 1 peaks. A rich
variety of rules is obtained by varying the location of the phantom peaks.
Although single-peaked preference domains are described above in the context of
a left to right political choice, such settings can arise even in private good settings.
For instance, consider 2 individuals in a two good classical exchange economy. A price
for trade is xed at p > 0 units of good 1 for good 2, and each individual starts
with an endowment ei 2 IR2+ of the goods. Here a decision is a scalar d 2 IR such
that e1 + (;pd; d) 2 IR2+ and e2 + (pd; ;d) 2 IR2+ . Thus, d represents the amount
of good 2 that individual 1 buys from individual 2 at price p, and must be feasible
given the endowments in the society. If each individual has preferences that are that
5 It results in a decision such that there is no other decision that is improving for all individuals.

Pareto eciency is a weaker condition than the eciency de ned previously. Median voting will
not generally result in a decision that maximizes the sum of utilities. If one wants to implement
ecient decisions in this stronger sense, then transfers are needed even in the context of single-peaked
preference domains.
6 If D is not compact, then add points ;1 and 1 as possible points for the phantoms. Then, for
example, to get the minimum peak rule, set the phantoms at the lowest point and then the median
of the phantom peaks and the n peaks of the individuals will always be the lowest peak announced
by an individual.
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are continuous, strictly convex, and increasing over their nal consumption,7 are then
their utility functions vi(d; i) are single-peaked over d. A strategy-proof decision rule
in this setting is to median vote over d with a phantom voter at 0. It turns out that
the class of all strategy-proof decision rules in exchange economies (with any number
of agents and goods) satisfying an anonymity, individual rationality, and additional
technical condition, are of a similar form, as shown by Salvador Barbera and Matthew
Jackson. In particular, goods must be traded in xed proportions, where individuals
declare their preferred trades in these proportions.

3.5 Groves' Schemes
While there are settings where dominant strategy incentive compatible decision rules
exist, even in those settings implementation of an ecient decision rule may require
transfers. Moreover, there are many settings where the only hope for dominant strategy
incentive compatibility is in the use of transfers.
The rst approach we follow takes that of most of the literature (we will come back
to another approach below). It starts with some ecient decision rule d and then asks
what form of transfers are necessary so that d; t is dominant strategy incentive compatible. The resulting social choice functions are referred to as Groves' schemes after
Theodore Groves, who rst pointed out this full class of dominant strategy incentive
compatible social choice functions with ecient decisions. The rst part of the following theorem is due to Groves, while the converse was rst established by Jerry Green
and Jean-Jacques La ont.
Theorem 2 (I) If d is an ecient decision rule and for each i there exists a function
xi : j6=ij ! IR such that
X
ti() = xi(;i) + vj (d(); j );
(1)
6=

j i

then (d; t) is dominant strategy incentive compatible.
(II) Conversely, if d is an ecient decision rule, (d; t) is dominant strategy incentive
compatible, and the type spaces are complete in the sense that fvi(; i) j i 2
ig = fv : D ! IRg for each i, then for each i there exists a function xi :
j6=ij ! IR such that the transfer function t satis es (1).

7 Preferences are continuous if upper and lower contour sets are closed, strictly convex if upper
contour sets are convex, and increasing if c  c0 and c 6= c0 (where c 2 IR2+ is the vector of goods

consumed by i) implies that c is preferred to c0 .
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As this is one of the fundamental results in mechanism design theory, and the proof
is relatively easy and instructive, let us go through the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2: Let us rst show (I). Suppose to the contrary that d is an
ecient decision rule and for each i there exists a function xi : j6=i j ! IR such that
the transfer function t satis es (1), but that (d; t) is not dominant strategy incentive
compatible. Then there exists i,  and bi such that

vi(d(;i; bi); i) + ti(;i ; bi) > vi(d(); i) + ti():
>From (1) this implies that

vi(d(;i; bi); i) + xi(;i) +
or that

vi(d(;i ; bi); i) +

X
6=

j i

X
6=

j i

vj (d(;i ; bi); j ) > vi(d(); i) + xi(;i) +
vj (d(;i ; bi); j ) > vi(d(); i) +

X
6=

j i

X
6=

j i

vj (d(); j );

vj (d(); j ):

This contradicts the eciency of d and so our supposition was incorrect.
Next, let us show that (II) holds. Let d is an ecient decision rule, (d; t) is dominant
strategy incentive compatible, and the type spaces are complete. Note that there exists
a function xi :  ! IR for each i such that

ti() = xi() +

X
6=

j i

vj (d(); j ):

We need only show that xi is independent of i. Suppose to the contrary, that there
exists i,  and bi such that (without loss of generality) xi() > xi(;i; bi). Let " =
1
b
2 [xi() ; xi (;i ; i )]. By dominant strategy incentive compatibility, it follows that
d() 6= d(;i ; bi). Given the completeness of type spaces, there exists ei 2 i such that
and

vi(d(;i; bi); ei) +

X

vi(d; ei) +

X

6=

j i

6=

j i

vj (d(;i; bi); j ) = "
vj (d; j ) = 0

for any d 6= d(;i; bi). The eciency of d together with these conditions on ei imply that
d(;i ; ei) = d(;i ; bi). Then by dominant strategy incentive compatibility it follows
that ti(;i ; ei) = ti(;i; bi). Thus, the utility to i from truthful announcement at ei is

ui(;i; i; i; d; t) = " + xi(;i; bi)
13

and by lying and saying i at ei, i gets

ui(;i ; i; ei; d; t) = xi():
This contradicts dominant strategy incentive compatibility since xi() > " + xi(;i; bi).
Thus our supposition was incorrect.

3.6 The Pivotal Mechanism and Vickrey Auctions
One version of the Groves schemes characterized in Theorem 2 is simple and has a nice
intuition and properties. It is the pivotal mechanism that was described by Clarke
(independently of Groves). Let xi(;i) = ; maxd2D Pj6=i vj (d; j ). In this case, i's
transfer becomes
X
X
ti() = vj (d(); j ) ; max
vj (d; j ):
d2D
6=

6=

j i

j i

This transfer is always non-positive and so the pivotal mechanism is always feasible.
Moreover, the transfers have a nice interpretation. If i's presence makes no di erence
in the maximizing choice of d, then ti() = 0. Otherwise, we can think of i as being
\pivotal", and then ti represents the loss in value that is imposed on the other individuals due to the change in decision that results from i's presence in society. The pivotal
mechanism then has a very simple intuition behind its incentives: each individual's
transfer function takes into account the marginal social impact (on other individuals)
made by his announcement of i. When looking at this social impact together with
his own sel sh utility, the individual has exactly the total social value in mind when
deciding on a strategy. This leads to ecient decision making.
The pivotal mechanism has other nice properties besides always being feasible and
having a simple intuition. Herve Moulin has shown that the pivotal mechanism is
characterized among the class of mechanisms satisfying (1) as being the only one for
which ui(; i)  mind2D vi(d; i) for all i and  2 .
Moreover, the pivotal mechanism reduces to a well-known auction form in the context of the allocation of indivisible objects. In that context there is a simple auction
that is dominant strategy incentive compatible, as rst noticed by William Vickrey.
It turns out that this auction form, commonly referred to as a Vickrey auction, corresponds to the pivotal mechanism in this setting. Let us explore this relationship
in the case of a single good. There are n individuals who each have a valuation i
for the object and d 2 f1; : : : ; ng = D indicates the individual to whom the object
is allocated. In that case, the ecient decision is such that d() 2 argmaxii. The
14

pivotal mechanism takes an easy form. If d() = i then ti() = ; maxj6=i j and if
d() 6= i then ti() = 0. This means the object is allocated to the individual with
the highest valuation and he pays an amount equal to the second highest valuation.
No other payments are made. Now consider a second price (Vickrey) auction, where
the high bidder is awarded the object and pays the second highest price. It is easy to
see that bidding one's value is a dominant strategy in this auction, as it is the same
reasoning as that behind the pivotal mechanism. The pivotal mechanism and Vickrey
auction implement the same social choice function.8

3.7 The Tension between Balance and Incentive Compatibility
Requiring eciency of the decision is only part of the eciency that society should
desire. If the transfer functions are not balanced, then there is waste and it can
be considerable. To see this problem, let us reexamine the public project example
(Example 1) in a simple case.

Example 4 Lack of Balance in a Public Goods Setting
Consider a situation where there are two individuals (n = 2) and 1 = 2 = IR so individuals' might have any value for the public project. By Theorem 2 there exist
x1 and x2 so that (1) is satis ed. Let the cost of the project be c = 3=2.
Let us investigate the requirements imposed by feasibility of the transfers. Applying
feasibility when 1 = 2 = 1 implies that 0  t1(1; 1) + t2(1; 1), Noting that d(1; 1) = 1,
equation (1) implies that
;2  x1(1) + x2(1):
Similarly, 0  t1(0; 0) + t2(0; 0), and noting that d(0; 0) = 0 implies that
0  x1(0) + x2(0):
Together these imply that at least one of

;1  x1(1) + x2(0) or ; 1  x1(0) + x2(1)
8 This also corresponds to the ascending oral or English auction, which is one of the most common

auction forms used. It is a dominant strategy to remain in the bidding until the bid hits one's
valuations and then to drop out. The highest valuation individual will get the object at the second
highest bidder's valuation.
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are satis ed. Under (1), noting that d(0; 1) = d(1; 0) = 0, this implies that at least one
of
;1  t1(1; 0) + t2(1; 0) or ; 1  t1(0; 1) + t2(0; 1)
holds. However, this means that the sum of transfers is negative in at least one case.
Thus, to have a dominant strategy incentive compatible mechanism with an ecient
decision rule, one cannot satisfy balance.
At this point it is important to emphasize a distinction between ecient decisions
and ecient social choice functions. If transfers are not balanced, then the social
choice function cannot be ecient among those that are feasible. This means that
overall eciency (taking transfers into account) is incompatible with dominant strategy
incentive compatibility in some settings.
The above conclusion depends on the richness of the type space. Suppose that in the
above example the type spaces only admitted two valuations, 1 = 2 = f0; 1g. In that
case a simple voting mechanism would induce ecient decisions and no transfers would
be necessary. Each individual would cast a vote and the project would be built if both
individuals vote yes and not otherwise. In such a mechanism it is a dominant strategy
to vote yes if i = 1 and no if i = 0. This mechanism works in this stark situation
because of the simplicity of the ecient decision rule. There is only one scenario in
which the project should be built and it requires unanimous high valuations. The lack
of balance with richer type spaces results from the many di erent scenarios over which
the decision varies. Then individuals can in uence the scenario in their favor from over
or under-reporting their valuations. Providing the incentives to each individual at the
same time to truthfully reveal their information requires that transfers be made. If one
individual is taxed, those taxes may be dicult to redistribute to the other individuals
without distorting their incentives, as they will have an incentive to try to increase the
amount that is being redistributed.

3.8 Large Numbers and Approximate Eciency
The balance problem discussed above can be overcome if there is some individual whose
valuation for the project is either known or xed. This individual can then serve as a
residual claimant.footnote As argued above, however, it is important that the transfers
not end up being redistributed to the rest of the society as this would end up distorting
the incentives. In the case where there is no such agent, the balance problem can be
eliminated while still retaining approximate eciency in large societies. This can be
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done in a simple way as follows. Take an individual from the society, say individual 1.
Then operate a pivotal mechanism on the society of the remaining n ; 1 individuals as
if individual 1 were not present. The result will be feasible and any surplus generated
can be given to individual 1. The overall mechanism will be balanced, but the decision
will not be ecient. However, the per-capita loss in terms of eciency will be at most
maxd;d ;1 [v1(d; 1) ; v1(d0; 1)]=n. If utility is bounded, this tends to 0 as n becomes
large. While this obtains approximate eciency, it still retains some diculties in
terms of individual rationality. This is discussed next.
0

3.9 Lack of Individual Rationality with Groves' Schemes
In addition to the balance problems that are present with trying to achieve an ecient
decision with a dominant strategy mechanism, there are related problems. One is the
violation of what is commonly referred to as an individual rationality or voluntary
participation condition.9 That requires that vi(d(); i) + ti()  0 for each i and ,
assuming a proper normalization of utility. As we argued above in the example above,
at least one of ;1  t1(0; 1)+ t2(0; 1) or ;1  t1(1; 0)+ t2(1; 0) holds. Since no project
is built in these cases, this implies that some individual ends up with a negative total
utility. That individual would have been better o by not participating and obtaining
a 0 utility.

3.10 Inecient Decisions
Groves' schemes impose ecient decision making and then set potentially unbalanced
transfers to induce incentive compatibility. An alternative approach is to impose balance and then set decision making to induce incentive compatibility. This approach
was taken by Herve Moulin and strengthened by Shigehiro Serizawa in the context of
a public good decision. It results in a completely di erent set of social choice functions
from the Groves' schemes, which is outlined here in a special case.
Let D = [0; 1]  IRn+ where d = (y; z1; : : :; zn) is such that Pi zi = cy, where c > 0 is
a cost per unit of production of y. The interpretation is that y is the level of public good
chosen and z1 to zn are the allocations of cost of producing y paid by the individuals.
9 Another problem is that Groves' schemes can be open to coalitional manipulations even though

they are dominant strategy incentive compatible. For example in a pivotal mechanism individuals
may be taxed even when the project is not built. They can eliminate those taxes by jointly changing
their announcements.
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The class of admissible preferences di ers from the quasi-linear case focused on above.
An individual's preferences are represented by a utility function over (d; t; i) that takes
the form wi(y; ti ; zi; i) where wi is continuous, strictly quasi-concave, and monotonic
in its rst two arguments, and all such functions are admitted as i varies across i.
In the situation where no transfers are made and costs are split equally, the resulting
wi(y; ;cy=n; i) is single-peaked over y, with a peak denoted ybi(i).

Theorem 3 In the above described public good setting, a social choice function (d; t)

is balanced, anonymous,10 has a full range of public good levels, and dominant strategy
incentive compatible if and only if it is of the form ti() = 0 for all i and d() =
(y(); cy()=n; : : :; cy()=n), where there exists (p1 ; : : :; pn;1 ) 2 [0; 1]n;1

y() = median [p1; : : :; pn;1 ; yb1(1); : : :; ybn(n )] :
If in addition individual rationality is required, then the mechanism must be a minimum
demand mechanism( y() = mini ybi(i)).

The intuition Theorem 3 relates back to the discussion of single-peaked preferences.
The anonymity and balance conditions, together with incentive compatibility, restrict
the ti's to be 0 and the zi's to be an even split of the cost. Given this, the preferences of
individuals over choices y are then single-peaked. Then the phantom voting methods
described in section 3.4 govern how the choice. The expression for y() ts the phantom
voting methods, where p1; : : : ; pn;1 are the phantoms.
The answer to the question of which approach - that of xing decisions to be ecient
and solving for transfers, or that of xing transfers to be balanced and solving for
decisions - results in \better" mechanisms is ambiguous.11 There are preference pro les
for which the minimum demand mechanism Pareto dominates the pivotal mechanism,
and vice versa.

4 Bayesian Mechanism Design
Dominant strategy incentive compatibility is a very strong condition as it requires
that truthful revelation of preferences be a best response, regardless of the potential
10A permutation of the labels of the individuals results in a corresponding permutation of the

resulting decision and transfers.
11Kevin Roberts has provided a characterization of the set of all dominant strategy mechanisms under some conditions, and there are some mechanisms that have neither ecient decisions nor balanced
transfers.
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announcements of the others. Some of the limitations of the schemes outlined above
are due to this strong requirement. Weaker forms of incentive compatibility may often
be appropriate
Claude d'Aspremont and Louis Andre Gerard-Varet and independently Kenneth
Arrow showed that the balance diculties exhibited by Groves' schemes could be overcome in a setting where individuals have probabilistic beliefs over the types of other
individuals. This allows us to weaken the requirement of dominant strategy incentive
compatibility to a Bayesian incentive compatibility condition.
For simplicity, (as in most of the literature) assume that  is a nite set and that
 2  is randomly chosen according to a distribution P , where the marginal of P ,
observes i, has full support. Each individual knows P and i and has beliefs over the
other individuals' types described by Bayes' rule. To distinguish random variables from
their realizations, i will denote the random variable and i, i0 will denote realizations.

4.1 A Bayesian Revelation Principle
Following John Harsanyi, we de ne Bayesian equilibrium for a mechanism (M; g). A
Bayesian strategy is a mapping mi : i ! Mi . 12 A pro le of Bayesian strategies
m :  ! M forms a Bayesian equilibrium if
h

E vi(gd (m;i(;i); mi(i)); i) + gt;i(m;i(;i ); mi(i)) j i
h

ci ); i ) + gt;i (m;i (;i ); m
ci ) j i
 E vi(gd (m;i(;i); m
ci 2 Mi .
for each i, i 2 i, and m

i

i

A direct mechanism (i.e., social choice function) f = (d; t) is Bayesian incentive
compatible if truth is a Bayesian equilibrium. This is expressed as
h

i

h

E vi(d(;i; i); i) + ti(;i ; i) j i  E vi(d(;i ; i0); i) + ti(;i; i0 ) j i

i

for all i, i 2 i and i0 2 i.
A mechanism (M; g) realizes a social choice function f in Bayesian equilibrium if
there exists a Bayesian equilibrium m() of (M; g) such that g(m()) = f () for all 
(that occur with positive probability).
12Only pure strategies are treated here. To consider mixed strategies (see game theory), given the

nite type spaces, simply map i into distributions over Mi .
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The Revelation Principle for Bayesian Equilibrium: If a mechanism (M; g)

realizes a social choice function f = (d; t) in Bayesian equilibrium, then the direct
mechanism f is Bayesian incentive compatible.
Again, the proof is straightforward, and the usefulness of the Bayesian version of
the revelation principle parallels that of dominant strategies.

4.2 A Balanced Mechanism with Independent Types
To get a feeling for the implications of the weakening of dominant strategy incentive
compatibility to that of Bayesian incentive compatibility, let us examine the case of
independent types. The mechanisms of d'Aspremont and Gerard-Varet, and of Arrow,
can then be expressed as follows.

Theorem 4 If types are independent (; and  are independent for each i), d is
i

ecient, and

2
X
ti() = E 4 vj (d(); j )
6=

j i

j

i

3
2
X
X
1
i 5 ;
E 4 vj (d(); j )

n ; 1 k6=i

6=

j k

j

3
k 5 ;

then (d; t) is Bayesian incentive compatible and t is balanced.

Theorem 4 has a converse just as Theorem 2 did. Here it is that if (d; t) is Bayesian
incentive compatible, d is ecient, and t is balanced, then t is of the form above plus
a function xi() such that Pi xi() = 0 and E [xi() j i] does not depend on i.13
Proof of Theorem 4: The balance of t follows directly from its de nition. Let us
verify
i compatible.
h that (d;0 t) is Bayesian 0incentive
E vi(d(;i; i); i) + ti(;i; i) j i
h

= E vi(d(;i; i0 ); i) j

2
X
i +E 4 vj (d(); j )
i

j

6=

j i

Under independence, this expression becomes
2
X
= E 4vi(d(;i; i0 ); i) + vj (d(;i ; i0); j )
6=

j i

13Note that it is possible for E [xi( )

j

3
2 2
X
X
1
i0 5;
E 4E 4 vj (d(); j )

n ; 1 k6=i

6=

j k

j

3
2
3
X
X
1
i5 ;
E 4 vj (d(); j )5 :

n ; 1 k6=i

6=

j k

j i ] not to depend on i and yet xi () to depend on . For
instance, suppose that each k = f;1; 1g and that xi () = k k .
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3
k 5

j

3
i5 :

0
The
is independent
i of the announced i , and so maximizing
h second expression
E vi(d(;i; i0 ); i) + ti(;i; i0 ) j i with respect to i0 boils down to maximizing:

2
X
E 4vi(d(;i; i0 ); i) + vj (d(;i; i0 ); j )
6=

j i

j

3
i 5 :

Since d is ecient, this expression is maximized when i0 = i.
Note that truth remains a best response even after ;i is known to i. Thus, the
incentive compatibility is robust to any leakage or sharing of information among the
individuals. Nevertheless, the design of the Bayesian mechanisms outlined in Theorem 4 still requires knowledge of E [ j i]'s, and so such mechanisms are sensitive to
particular ways on the distribution of uncertainty in the society.

4.3 Dependent Types
The independence condition in Theorem 4 is important in providing the simple structure of the transfer functions, and is critical to the proof. Without independence, it is
still possible to nd ecient, balanced, Bayesian incentive compatible mechanisms in
\most" settings. The extent of \most" has been made precise by d'Aspremont, Cremer,
and Gerard-Varet by showing that \most" means except those where the distribution
of types is degenerate in that the matrix of conditional probabilities does not have full
rank, which leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 5 Fix the nite type space  and the decisions D. If n  3, then the set of
probability distributions P for which there exists a Bayesian incentive compatible social
choice function that has an ecient decision rule and balanced transfers, is an open
and dense subset of the set of all probability distributions on .14

To get a feeling for how correlation can be used in structuring transfers, see Example
9 below.

4.4 Individual Rationality or Voluntary Participation
An overarching theme of mechanism design is that it is costly to provide correct incentives to individuals who hold private information that is valuable in society's decision
14Given the nite set , a probability distribution can be written as a nite vector and so de nitions

of open and dense are standard.
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making. That cost manifests itself in various shortcomings of the mechanisms or social
choice functions that are incentive compatible.
Weakening the incentive hurdle from a dominant strategy perspective to a Bayesian
perspective helps. It eliminates the ineciency that results either in decisions or unbalanced transfers that plagues dominant strategy implementation. But it does not
completely overcome some of the other diculties that are present, such as providing
a mechanism that satis es individual rationality constraints. Let us examine this issue
in some detail.
There are various time perspectives that one can take on individual rationality,
which correspond to di erent timings at which individuals become bound to a mechanism.15
First let us normalize the utility functions vi so that 0 represents the value that
individual i would get from not participating in the mechanism for any i.
The strongest form of individual rationality constraint is that no individual wishes
to walk away from a mechanism after all information has been revealed and the decision
and transfers fully specifed, regardless of the realization of . This is called ex-post
individual rationality and requires that
vi(d(); i) + ti()  0
for all  and i. This was the form of individual rationality that we discussed in the
dominant strategy setting, since no beliefs were speci ed.
A weaker form of individual rationality is that no individual wishes to walk away
from the mechanism at a point where they know their own type i, but only have
expectations over the other individuals' types and the resulting decision and transfers.
This is called interim individual rationality and requires that
i
h
E vi(d(); i) + ti() j i  0
for all i and i 2 i.
The weakest form of individual rationality is that no individual wishes to walk away
from the mechanism before they know their own type i, and only have expectations
over all the realizations of types and the resulting decision and transfers. This is called
ex-ante individual rationality and requires that
h
i
E vi(d(); i) + ti()  0
15The time perspective can give rise to di erent versions of eciency as well. However, in terms

P
P
of maximizing Pi vi the time perspective is irrelevant as maximizing E [ i vi (d();  i)] is equivalent
to maximizing i vi (d(); i ) at each  (given the nite type space). If one instead considers Pareto
eciency, then the ex-ante, interim, and ex-post perspectives are no longer equivalent.
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for all i.
Consider any social choice function (d; t) such that Pi E [vi(d(); i) + ti()]  0.
This will generally be satis ed, as otherwise it would be better not to run the mechanism at all. Then if (d; t) does not satisfy ex-ante individual rationality, it is easy to
alter transfers (simply adding or subtracting a constant to each individual's transfer
function) to reallocate utility so that each individual's expected value from participating in the mechanism is nonnegative. Thus, ex-ante individual rationality is generally
vacuously satis ed.
Interim individual rationality is more dicult to satisfy. Let us examine the problem
in the context of simple public goods and private goods examples.

Example 5 Lack of Interim Individual Rationality in a Public Goods Setting
Let us consider the public project setting described in Example 1 when n = 2,
i = f0; 1g, and c = 3=4. Types are equally likely and independent across individuals.
In this case, the ecient decision is to build the project when either i = 1. Split costs
among the i's who announce i = 1.16 So the rule d() takes on four values: not build;
build and i = 1 pays 3/4; build and i = 2 pays 3/4; and build and both pay 3/8.
Interim individual rationality implies that
1 (t (0; 1) + t (0; 0))  0 and 1 (t (1; 0) + t (0; 0))  0
(2)
1
2
2 1
2 2
Incentive compatibility evaluated at 1 = 1 implies that
1 (1 ; 3 + t (1; 1) + 1 ; 3 + t (1; 0))  1 (1 + t (0; 1) + t (0; 0)):
1
1
2
8 1
4 1
2
This coupled with (2) implies that

t1(1; 1) + t1(1; 0)) > 0:

(3)

Similarly

t2(1; 1) + t2(0; 1)) > 0:
(4)
Together the inequalities 2, 3, and 4 imply that Pi; ti() > 0, which cannot be satised if balance or even just feasibility is satis ed. Thus, we have shown that interim
individual rationality is not compatible with Bayesian incentive compatibility, ecient
decision making and feasibility.
16The speci cation of who pays the cost is actually irrelevant to this example as it comes out in an

adjustment of the transfers.
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Finding mechanisms that take ecient decisions, are incentive compatible, balanced
and interim individually rational, is not simply a problem in public goods settings, but
is also a problem in private goods settings as was pointed out by Roger Myerson and
Mark Satterthwaite. That point is illustrated here in the context of a simple example.

Example 6 Lack of Interim Individual Rationality in a Bargaining Setting
A seller (i = 1) has an indivisible object worth 1 which takes on values in 1 =
f0; 3=4g with equal probability. A buyer has a value for the object of of 2 that takes on
values in 2 = [0; 1] according to a uniform distribution. A decision is a speci cation
in D = f0; 1g where 0 indicates that the object stays in the seller's hands, while 1
indicates that the object is traded to the buyer.
An ecient decision is d() = 1 if 2 > 1, and d() = 0 if 2 < 1. Interim
individual rationality requires that if 2 < 3=4 (noting that these types only trade 1/2
of the time), then 21 2 + E [t2(1; 2)]  0, or
(5)
E [t2(1; 2)]  ; 21 2:
Since an ecient decision is the same for any 0 < 2 < 3=4 and 0 < 20 < 3=4, Bayesian
incentive compatibility implies that t2(1; 2) is constant across 0 < 2 < 3=4. Then
(5) implies that for any 0 < 2 < 3=4

E [t2(1; 2)]  0:

(6)

Interim individual rationality for sellers of type 1 = 3=4 (who expect to trade 1/4 of
the time) implies that ( 34 )2 + E [t1(3=4; 2)]  43 or E [t1(3=4; 2)]  3=16. Then incentive
compatibility for type 1 = 0 implies that E [t1(0; 2)]  3=16: Thus, E [t1()]  3=16:
Feasibility then implies that ;3=16  E [t2()]: Then by (6) it follows that
; 34  E [t2(1; 2)]
for some 2 > 3=4. Since 1  2, this implies that
0 > 22 + E [t2(1; 2)];
which violates interim individual rationality.
Thus, there does not exist a mechanism that satis es interim individual rationality,
feasibility, eciency, and Bayesian incentive compatibility in this setting.
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The Myerson-Satterthwaite theorem shows that there does not exist a mechanism
that satis es interim individual rationality, balance, eciency, and Bayesian incentive
compatibility for a general set of distributions. That theorem extracts the full implications of the incentive compatibility constraints and develops expressions for the interim
expected utility of the buyer and seller in a similar setting as this example while allowing for general forms of uncertainty (with independent types). Those expressions
show the impossibility of satisfying interim individual rationality, balance, eciency
and Bayesian incentive compatibility for a wide range of distributions over types.
To see the importance of the interim perspective on individual rationality in the
above example17, consider satisfying only an ex-ante individual rationality constraint
in the context of Example 6. Consider the following mechanism: d() = 1 if 1 < 2
and d() = 0 if 1  2; t1(0; 2) = ;t2(0; 2) = 3=16 and t1(3=4; 2 ) = ;t2(3=4; 2) =
3
4 d(3=4; 2 ). It is easy to check that this mechanism is incentive compatible, balanced
and ecient, and that it is ex-ante individually rational. It is not interim individually
rational as some 2's that are less than 3/16 end up making expected payments (3/32)
higher than the value they get from the object that they get 1/2 of the time.
Which time perspective is appropriate depends on the application and in particular
on the time at which a mechanisms prescriptions become binding. If contracting occurs
at an ex-ante time (as in many long term contracts and forward contracts), then the
ex-ante perspective would be appropriate and there will not be problems in nding a
mechanism that individuals will participate in that will provide ecient decisions and
balanced transfers. If contracting occurs at an interim time and individuals cannot be
forced to participate, then there will exist problems in a wide variety of settings.

4.5 Large Societies
The private information that an individual holds has value, as it is needed in order
to make ecient decisions. Adding interim individually rationality e ectively requires
that the individual must be compensated for his or her information, which gives some
power to the individual. When each individual exercises that power and earns rents,
and the outcome is distorted and ineciency results.
A reasonable conjecture is that as the size of the society increases, each individual's
private information becomes less important and so the distortions should tend to be17Note that any impossibility that holds under interim individual rationality implies that the same

is true of the stronger ex-post individual rationality constraint.
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come negligible. This could allow for mechanisms that are interim individually rational
to become approximately ecient and balanced in large societies. It turns out that
the validity of this reasoning depends on the setting, and the conclusion is di erent in
public and private goods settings. Let us examine two di erent settings that illustrate
this point.

Example 7 Approximate Eciency and Balance in Large Double-Auctions
Consider a bargaining setting similar to that described in Example 6 except with
a an even number n of individuals, with n=2 buyers and n=2 sellers. Recall that i
represents i's valuation for the object. The i's of buyers and sellers are all independently distributed over [0; 1]. A decision is d 2 f0; 1gn such that Pi di = n=2 where
di = 1 indicates that i ends up allocated an object. The ecient decision is to place
the objects in the hands of the n=2 individuals who have the highest valuations for the
objects (whether they be buyers or sellers).
The following mechanism is due to Preston McAfee. It is feasible and Bayesian incentive compatible (in fact dominant strategy incentive compatible), ex-post individually rational (and thus interim and ex-ante individually rational), and is approximately
balanced and ecient in large societies. Rank the announced i's (of all individuals).
Let A()  f1; : : : ; ng denote the set of the i's who have the n=2 highest i's. Break
any ties in favor of lowest indexed i's. Let ib() 2 A() be the buyer who has the lowest
i among buyers in A(). Let is() 2= A() be the seller who has the highest i among
sellers who are not in A(). Set
 1 if i 2 A() [ i () n i ()
s
b
di() =
0 otherwise.
and
8
>
< ;i if i is a buyer, other than ib , who is in A()
ti() = > i if i is a seller, other than is, who is not in A()
:
0
otherwise.
As this is essentially a two-sided version of a Vickrey auction, it easily checked that
truth is a dominant strategy for this mechanism. The loss of eciency of the mechanism
is only i ; i which tends to zero in per-capita terms as n grows, and tends to zero in
absolute terms (with probability 1) for some distributions over buyer and seller types.
The lack of balance of the mechanism is at most n2 (i ; i ) which tends to zero in
per-capita terms (with probability 1), for a wide variety of distributions on buyers and
b

s

s

b

s
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b

sellers types.18
Thus, in a simple market setting large numbers can help alleviate (at least in an
approximate sense) some of the diculty of satisfying balance and eciency due to
the constraints of incentive compatibility coupled with interim individual rationality.19
The news is not quite as optimistic in a public goods setting.

Example 8 Ineciency in Large Public Goods Settings
Let us examine a variation of Example 1 in larger societies. Each individual i 2 N
has a value for the public project i 2 f0; 1g, and these are distributed with equally
probability and independently across individuals. The cost of the project is c. A
decision is d = (y; z1; : : :; zn) where y 2 f0; 1g indicates whether or not the public
project is built and zi 2 [0; c] indicates the cost of the good paid by i, where Pi zi = c
if y = 1 and Pi zi = 0 if y = 0. A decision rule d() = (y(); z()) is ecient if the
project is built when #fi j i = 1g > c, and not when #fi j i = 1g < c.
For simplicity, consider only mechanisms for which y() depends only on #fi j i =
1g and is non-decreasing in this number. Of course, this is true of the ecient decision. In addition, consider mechanisms that treat individuals symmetrically so that z
and t are symmetric functions.20 In this context, consider a mechanism that satis es
feasibility, interim individual rationality, and Bayesian incentive compatibility. Interim
individual rationality implies that for any i

E [;zi() + ti() j i = 0]  0:
Symmetry and feasibility then imply that for any i
0  E [ti() j i = 1]:
Bayesian incentive compatibility evaluated at i = 1 implies that

E [y() ; zi() + ti() j i = 1]  E [y(;i; 0) ; zi(;i ; 0) + ti(;i; 0) j i = 1]:
18Work by Mark Satterthwaite and Steve Williams, and by Aldo Rustichini, Mark Satterthwaite,

and Steve Williams shows that a class of mechanisms called k-double auctions converge to eciency
at an even faster rate, and satisfy balance exactly, but are only Bayesian incentive compatible.
19The context does make a di erence, and the simplicity of indivisible goods with single unit demands is important here. These results do not extend to more general settings where richer preferences
over the goods being exchanged are admissible, without some additional conditions.
20If 0 is found from permuting i and j in , then ti(0 ) = tj (). The diculties here hold in a
variety of contexts and in a wider class of mechanisms as has been shown by a number of authors.
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Given independence and the signs of ti established above, this implies that

E [y(;i; 1) ; y(;i ; 0)]  E [zi(;i ; 1)]

(7)

Note that under the symmetry requirement, y can be written as a function of k where
k is the number of individuals who have i = 1. Then the nondecreasing nature of y
implies that y(k) ; y(k ; 1) = 1 for at most one value of k. So, letting s be the number
of individuals besides i who have j = 1, inequality (7) implies that
#

" n;1
1

(n ; 1)!  E [z ( ; 1)]
max
i ;i
s
2
(n ; 1 ; s)!s!
Using Stirling's formula one can bound the left-hand expression, and nd that
2pe1=12n  E [z ( ; 1)]
i ;i
2n
Let p denote the (unconditional) probability that the project is undertaken under the
decision rule. A lower bound on E [zi(;i; 1)] is p nc . This implies that
2pe1=12n  p c
n
2n
p
This can be satis ed if (and only if) pc grows with n at a rate slower than n. So, for
large numbers to help in getting approximate eciency and balance under incentive
compatibility and interim individual rationality, it has to be that the per capita cost
of the project becomes negligible in the limit; or if not then the probability of building
the public project under the ecient decision must go to 0. In that second case,
approximate eciency is obtained simply by never building the project, and so in
cases of interest the per capita cost of the project must be going to 0.
An important remark is that in the above analysis, an individual still bene ts from
the public project even if they say i = 0. This is the nature of the \free-rider"
problem. If the public good is excludable, so that individuals who say i = 0 can be
excluded from using the public facility (as in a toll road), then there exists an ex-post
individually rational, dominant strategy incentive compatible, ecient and balanced
mechanism. Use the ecient decision rule, exclude individuals who have i = 0, and
split costs equally among those with i = 1 when the project is undertaken.21
21While this works in the simple two type case above, and excludability can help more generally, the

extent to which approximate eciency and balance are achievable depends on the range of valuations
for the public good that are possible.
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4.6 Correlated Types
Having correlation between the types of the individuals can help in constructing mechanisms. This was originally pointed out in work by Jacques Cremer and Richard
McLean and has been extended in a number of directions. A rough intuition for this is
that correlation helps in extracting the private information of an individual. Knowing
;i alters the conditional distribution of i, and adjusting transfers as a function of 
so that i is taxed in instances that are less likely conditional on ;i and rewarded in
instance that are more likely, can induce i to correctly announced i. To get a feeling
for this, let us reconsider Example 8 with correlation among types.

Example 9 Interim Individual Rationality with Correlated Types
Consider the setting of Example 8 when n = 3. Let c = 7=4 and consider the variation on the uncertainty, where  = (0; 0; 0) and  = (1; 1; 1) occur with probability 81 +3",
and the other realizations of  each occur with probability 18 ; ", where 0 < " < 18 . So,
" is a parameter that measures the strength of correlation and adjusts away from the
fully independent case. Given the cost, it is ecient to build the project when at least
two individuals have i = 1 and not otherwise.
Design a mechanism as follows. Use the ecient decision rule and split costs equally
among those with i = 1 when the project is undertaken. Set t as follows.
8 x if  =  6= 
i
i+1
i+2
>
<
ti() = > -x if i 6= i+1 = i+2
:
0 otherwise,
where i + 1 and i + 2 are taken modulo 3, and requirements on x are described below.
It is easily seen that t is balanced, and that the mechanism is ecient and interim
individually rational. Let us examine the conditions relating x to " that result from
requiring Bayesian incentive compatibility. It is easily checked that a type i = 0 does
not want to announced i = 1, as that would increase the expected cost paid and
decrease the expected transfer. We need only check incentives that type i = 1 not
desire to announce i = 0, which requires that
( 14 + 6")(1 ; 3c ) + ( 14 ; 2")(1 ; 2c + x) + ( 14 ; 2")(1 ; 2c ) + ( 14 ; 2")(;x)
 ( 41 + 6")(1 ; x) + ( 14 ; 2")(0) + ( 14 ; 2")(x) + ( 41 ; 2")(0):
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This reduces to

c 1

1
x  8" 3 ; 2 + 6" :
This is satis ed for large enough x.
Note that x ! 1 as " ! 0, which points out one weakness of this approach to
exploiting correlation. To take advantage of small amounts of correlation, the size of
the transfers has to grow arbitrarily large. If there is some bound on these transfers, or
a bankruptcy constraint, then for small amounts of correlation these conditions cannot
all be satis ed.

4.7 Interdependent Valuations
The analysis discussed to this point has assumed that the type of an individual i
only a ects that individual's preferences. That is an assumption known as private
values. There are many instances where the information that one individual holds may
concern the valuation of other individuals as well. For instance, if a number of bidders
are bidding in an auction for the rights to drill for oil in a given tract of land, one
bidder may have some information about how much oil is contained on some part (or
all) of the tract. That information concerns the value of the land to any of the bidders
in the auction.
In settings with interdependent valuations, diculties arise in getting ecient decisions together with incentive compatibility, regardless of issues of balance and individual rationality. The following example, due to Eric Maskin, shows the diculties
that can arise.

Example 10 Ineciency with Interdependent Valuations.
A single indivisible object is to be allocated to one of two individuals. Only individual i = 1 observes information described by 1 2 [0; 2]. Individual 1's value for the
object is 21 + 1, while individual 2's value for the object is 31. The object should be
given to individual 1 if 1 < 1 and individual 2 if 1 > 1. In this case there is no uncertainty for individual 1, and so dominant strategy and Bayesian incentive compatibility
constraints coincide. Applying those incentive constraints to 1 > 1 > 10 , truth being
a best response for type 1 imples that

t1(1)  21 + 1 + t1(10 )
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and truth being a best response for type 10 imples that
210 + 1 + t1(10 )  t1(1):
These imply that 210  21, which is not possible given that 1 > 1 > 10 .
There is an aspect to the above example that is important. Changes in the information of individual 1 a ect individual 2's valuation more than individual 1's valuation.
Partha Dasgupta and Eric Maskin have shown that if each individual's type a ects all
valuations in a positive way, and the derivative of i's valuation with respect to i's type
is at least as large as the derivative of j 's valuation with respect to i's type for all i and
j , then there is a variation of the Vickrey auction which results in the ecient decision
and is Bayesian incentive compatible. While this is true with single dimensional types,
recent work by Philippe Jehiel and Benny Moldovanu has shown that if types take one
more than one dimension then eciency and incentive compatibility are again at odds
without some strong additional assumptions.
There is still much that is not known about the existence or properties of incentive compatible mechanisms that are ecient (much less the balanced and individual
rational), when there are general forms of uncertainty and interdependencies in the
preferences of individuals. This is an active area of research.

5 Implementation
There is a strong caution to be added to the approach to mechanism design that uses
the revelation principle as a tool. It is possible for a mechanism to have more than one
Bayesian equilibrium, 22 and in fact uniqueness of equilibrium might be thought of as
the exception rather than the rule. The revelation principle just relates one equilibrium
of the mechanism to truth under the corresponding direct revelation mechanism. There
could be other equilibria of the mechanism that are unaccounted for in the analysis
and could be important. Also, any direct revelation mechanism may have untruthful
equilibria that do not correspond to any equilibrium of the original mechanism.
As it is often important to keep track of all the equilibria of a mechanism, there is
a loss of generality when restricting attention to direct mechanisms. This issue is the
22The same can be said in the dominant strategy case, but dominant strategies (when they exist)

are in many applications either unique or such that the set of dominant strategies results in equivalent
outcomes.
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main point of departure between what is known as the mechanism design literature
which focuses on individual equilibria and uses direct mechanisms as a common tool,
and the implementation literature which keeps track of all equilibria and works with
the space of indirect mechanisms. Finding mechanisms where all equilibria have desirable properties adds additional constraints that can be quite limiting. That problem
is not discussed here, and the reader is referred to the bibliography surveys of the
implementation literature.
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Addendum to the Working Paper Version

Bibliographic Notes:

This addendum to the working paper version of this manuscript contains some bibliographic notes as well as a more extensive bibliography.
The Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem reported in Section 3.3 is due in Gibbard (1973)
and Satterthwaite (1975) and can be found in many sources. It extends to in nite
decision spaces and a proof with continuous preferences can be found in Barbera and
Peleg (1990).
The phantom voting methods described in Section 3.4 are due to Moulin (1980). A
proof that such methods are strategy-proof in the direct mechanism (when individuals
can report full preferences) appears in Barbera and Jackson (1994). The xed price
and proportion trading methods are characterized by Barbera and Jackson (1995).
There are other domains where interesting strategy-proof rules exist. Another leading
example is the allotment of a divisible good or task under single-peaked preferences,
as rst studied in Sprumont (1991) and further in Ching (1992, 1994) and Barbera,
Jackson and Neme (1997).
The Groves mechanisms described in section 3.5 are due to Groves (1973) and the
converse of the characterization theorem is from Green and La ont (1977). The mechanisms are discussed in some detail in Green and La ont (1979).
The pivotal mechanism in section 3.6 was rst described by Clarke (1971) and Groves
(1973), while the Vickrey auctions were rst analyzed by Vickrey (1961). The mentioned Moulin characterization of the pivotal mechanism as providing the highest minimum utility level appears in Related auctions for multiple goods and interdependent
valuations have recently been introduced and explored by Ausubel (1997), Dasgupta
and Maskin (1997), and Perry and Reny (1999).
Diculties with balance of Groves schemes have been explored in Green and La ont
(1979) and Rob (1982), among others. These authors also explore the issues of large
numbers and approximate eciency. La ont and Maskin (1980) explore domains where
there exist balanced Groves' schemes and Groves and Loeb (1975) exhibit a class of
public goods problems where balance is achievable via an anonymous mechanism. The
issue of reconciling eciency with dominant strategies in economic settings going beyond quasi-linear ones appear in Hurwicz (1972), Hurwicz and Walker (1990), Zhou
(1991), Moreno (1994), Barbera and Jackson (1995), Cordoba and Hammond (1997),
Kovalenkov (1996), Schummer (1998), Nicolo (1999), and Serizawa (1999b). The analysis of strategy-proof mechanisms in a variety of settings has been an area of extensive
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recent research and many references are provided below.
The dominant strategy incentive compatible and balanced, but inecient rules described in section 3.9 were rst analyzed in Moulin (1994) with some additional axioms
and the theorem quoted here is a special case of a theorem by Serizawa (1999). The
full class of strategy-proof rules mentioned in footnote 11 appear in Roberts (1979).
The balanced, ecient, and Bayesian incentive compatible mechanisms described in
Theorem 4 are due to d'Aspremont and Gerard-Varet (1979) and Arrow (1979), while
Theorem 5 is due to d'Aspremont, Cremer and Gerard-Varet (1990). The MyersonSatterthwaite theorem described after example 6 appears in Myerson and Satterthwaite
(1983).
The question of whether large societies can help reconcile problems of nding approximately ecient, balanced, incentive compatible, still has many open facets. The
mechanism described in Example 7 is due to McAfee (1993). The convergence discussed in footnote 18 has been explored by Gresik and Satterthwaite (1989), Satterthwaite and Williams (1989), and Rustichini, Satterthwaite and Williams (1995) (see
also Satterthwaite (1999)). Example 8 illustrates ideas that are explored in Mailath
and Postlewaite (1990) and Al-Najjar and Smorodinsky (2000ab). The possibility of
nding such approximately ecient mechanisms with large numbers in settings with
richer preference structures has been explored in Roberts and Postlewaite (1979), Gul
and Postlewaite (1992), Jackson (1992), Jackson and Manelli (1997), and McLean and
Postlewaite (1999), and answers depend on the information structure and details of
modeling such as in nite versus nite type spaces in subtle ways.
The power of taking advantage of correlation in individual types was rst explored
in Cremer and McLean (1985, 1988) in speci c contexts and has been studied more
generally by many authors including d'Aspremont, Cremer and Gerard-Varet (1990),
McAfee and Reny (1992), Shinotsuka and Wilkie (1999), and Spiegel and Wilkie (2000).
Example 10 on interdependent valuations is due to Maskin (1992). Recent studies of
the ecient allocation of private goods with interdependencies in valuations include
Dasgupta and Maskin (1997), Jehiel and Moldovanu (1998), Krishna and Perry (1998),
Perry and Reny (1998), Pesendorfer and Swinkels (1998), and Jackson (1998).
The implementation issues mentioned in section 5 are analyzed in an extensive literature. An introduction to that literature can be found in Jackson (1997) focusing on the
complete information setting, and Palfrey and Srivastava (1993) provide an overview
of the Bayesian implementation literature. A few references to the papers from the
implementation literature that are most closely tied to this survey are provided in the
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bibliography below.
There are many speci c problems that have been analyzed in detail that can the
thought of as mechanism design literature. This survey has touched on parts of the
auctions and public goods literatures, but does not attempt to provide any survey of
those vast literatures. In addition, there are large literatures on price discrimination,
principal-agent problems, contract theory, adverse selection, and market design where
a mechanism design approach is central. A few representative references are sprinkled
through the bibliography.
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